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Dear Students,

Welcome to EDUC 100. This Instructions are intended to make clear how to get started and where to find various course components.

Course Introduction, Objectives, Purpose, and Vision

EDUC 100 COURSE

This course is a prerequisite for matriculation in the Urban Teacher Education Program (UTEP). It is designed to orient potential candidates to the University, to the School of Education, and to the elementary education program and their requirements for successful completion of the program. A variety of individual and small group reflections, discussions, activities, simulations, will provide students with a critical look at the teaching profession and their readiness to succeed. Students will have an opportunity to assess their desire, dispositions, and suitability for teaching diverse elementary school children. Students must satisfactorily complete the 1-credit orientation/summer no later than the end of the spring semester of their freshman year.

Course Objectives: These course objectives are appropriate for this course as they are aligned with the School of Education’s Conceptual Framework and the Department’s mission and goals.

Upon successful completion of this seminar, you should have:

1. Become familiar with the mission and goals, course description and objectives of the School of Education and the Department of Curriculum and Instruction.
2. Developed or revised a Student Plan of Study using school and college online resources.
3. Rasch and prepared for the PRAXIS 1 Examination.
4. Examine your motivation for considering a teaching career and reflected on incentives or disincentives that influence your career decision.
5. Engaged in self-assessment to determine your suitability for a career in teaching.
6. Participated in an online mini-service learning project.
7. Demonstrated an understanding of the Professional Requirements in your program.
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